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but with the usage of another user
account. For example, I log in,

then I checked my account
balance, and I login again, to

check who had logged in at least
once. I have to remove the

problem of "who had logged in
twice". What would be the best
way to do it? Here's an image of
the sample account A: You can

achieve this using the Audit
Dataset. You first need to create a

Dashboard using Activities >
Activity Log. You then need to set

up the case by setting up the
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situation using Activities > Switch
Case. You then need to create a
view by going to Dashboards >

Views > New. Here's how that will
go Go to each account and you

will see the various ways an
individual can access an account
by creating an Activity to access

that account Then go to
Dashboards > Activities > View

Log and you will see the
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around with different paper
techniques - I just find it such a
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fun way to express myself and
create fun textures and abstract
designs. I do have a couple of

teachers who are big into fussy
cutting so I'm in love with the idea
of combining the 2. Some of my
best pieces are made up of cut
outs from the stencils I have. I

find the feeling of distorting the
paper is addictive, like a bit of an
escape from the stress of everyday

life, and well worth a go.
Hopefully these techniques inspire

you to create your own art
work.CHEYENNE, Wyo. (AP) -
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As much as President Barack
Obama has trumpeted a “jobs
recovery” in his second term,

residents of at least three
Wyoming counties remain largely

out of work and wages are
dropping in some parts of the

state. President Obama has touted
the “jobs recovery” as his

administration continues to gear
up to make its final push before

the November election. The
Republican Party, meanwhile, is

working to portray the president as
a one-term president. Wyoming’s
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